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Resumen: Los sistemas de onversion de voz modi an la voz de un lo utor (
) para que se per iba omo si hubiera sido produ ida por otro lo utor
(
). Mu hos trabajos se basan en un modelado mediante mez la de
Gaussianas de las ara tersti as onjuntas de ambos lo utores, realizado asumiendo
independen ia para ada tramo de voz. En este art ulo se estudia la in lusion de informa ion dinami a, tanto del lo utor fuente, omo del lo utor objetivo o de ambos.
Los sistemas propuestos se omparan basandose en medidas objetivas y per eptuales.
Palabras lave: onversion de voz, GMM, HMM
Abstra t: Voi e Conversion (VC) systems modify a speaker voi e (
) to be per eived as if another speaker (
) had uttered it. Previous
published VC approa hes using Gaussian Mixture Models performs the onversion
in a frame by frame basis. In this paper, the in lusion of dynami information of
the sour e, target or both joint sour e-target speakers in the onversion is studied.
Obje tive and per eptual results ompare the performan e of the proposed systems.
Keywords: voi e onversion, GMM, HMM
1. Introdu tion
di erent voi es to di erent omputer appliations. Re ently (Kawanami et al., 2003),
Voi e Conversion (VC) systems modify
VC
has been also applied to emotional spee h
a speaker voi e (
) to be persynthesis, as an aid to prosodi modi ations
eived as if another speaker (
)
on a neutral senten e.
had uttered it. Appli ations of VC systems
VC an also be very useful in interpretan be found in several elds, su h as TTS
ed telephony, when the translation task re(text-to-spee h systems) ustomization, auquires speaker identi ation by listeners. For
tomati translation, edu ation, medi al aids
example, in a onferen e all with three parand entertainment.
ti ipants is very important to be able to
Nowadays, high quality TTS are based on
di
erentiate between speakers by their voi the on atenation of a ousti units, i.e. to
es.
Also, it an help to learn foreign lanprodu e an utteran e the most appropriatguages (Mashimo et al., 2001),(Mashimo et
ed a ousti units are sele ted from a single
al., 2002), espe ially in pronun iation exer isspeaker stored database. Then some stratees, when students would listen to their own
gy of spe tral ontinuity is applied to joint
voi es pronoun ing foreign sounds properly.
the sele ted units together. In order to have
Another eld to apply VC is in speaking
available a wide range of a ousti units, huge
aids for people with spee h impairments, imamount of pre-re orded labeled data is needproving the intelligibility of abnormal spee h
ed, what makes expensive and time onsumuttered by a speaker who has spee h organ
ing to develop a new speaker voi e.
problems
(Hosom et al., 2003). Also, it an
VC an be a fast and a heap way to build
be
useful
for designing hearing aids appronew voi es for a TTS. So, it will be able to
priated for spe i hearing problems. In dive
read e-mails or SMS with their sender's voi e,
pra ti es, VC an be applied to enhan e the
to assign our and ours friends voi es to harhelium spee h signals of the submariners.
a ters when playing on a omputer, or to give
There are several appli ations of VC in

the multimedia entertainment too. One of the
most obvious is karaoke, where the singer an
be \helped" to su ess in every kind of songs.
Also, some experiments have been done in
lo-
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lm dubbing and looping (repla ing undesired utteran es with the desired ones) (Turk
and Arslan, 2002), and in restoring old lms.
VC an also be applied to the most lassial elds of spee h te hnology, for example in
very low bandwidth spee h en oding, transmitting the spee h without speaker information, and adding it at the de oding step.
Moreover, a quiring a high level of knowledge
about speaker individuality an help spee h
or speaker re ognition tasks.
The goal of this paper is to build a VC
system as a post-pro essing blo k for a TTS,
in order not to have to store several spee h
databases, one for ea h speaker. So, the
amount of training data is not a problem.
Only high quality is required.
The following topi s are studied, introdu ing a new approa h to vo al tra t onversion:
The e e ts of in luding dynami hara teristi s in the a ousti model used
to build lo al vo al tra t mapping fun tions.
The e e ts of in luding joint sour e and
target information during the training of
the vo al tra t a ousti model.
The outline of this paper is as follows. In
se tion 2 the blo k ar hite ture of VC systems is presented. Then in se tion 3 a GMMbased system is explained. In se tion 4 the
in lusion of delta parameters to the a ousti
model is proposed, and in se tion 5 a new approa h based on HMM is introdu ed. Finally,
in se tion 6 the results are dis ussed and the
on lusions an be found in se tion 7.
2.

Voi e onversion system
ar hite ture

In gure 1 a generi VC system is presented. A VC system has two di erent operating
modes: the training step and the transforming step. In the training step, all the omponents of the system are estimated from sour e
and target spee h data. So, for ea h new target speaker, a training must be arried out.
On e the onversion fun tion for a set of two
speakers has been learned, any sour e utteran e an be onverted to sound as if the target speaker had uttered it.
Several features has been used in VC.
They an be grouped in:
Parametri features: formant frequenies and bandwidths, also glottal ow
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Figure 1: VC system blo k diagram
parameters (Narendranath et al., 1995)
(Gutierrez-Arriola et al., 1998) (Mori
and Kasuya, 2003) (Rentzos et al.,
2003).
LP related features. These kinds of features are based on the sour e- lter model for spee h produ tion. Usually, the
polynomial oeÆ ients are derived to
other parameters with better interpolation properties, su h as: LSF (Kain and
Ma on, 2001)(Arslan, 1999), lar (Iwahashi and Sagisaka, 1995), re exion oefients (Verhelst and Mertens, 1996) or
LPC epstrum.
Spe tral features without assuming any
signal model, su h as spe tral lines
(Sundermann and Hoge, 2003) or mel
frequen y epstrum (Masuko et al.,
1997) (Mashimo et al., 2001).
In this paper LSF features, extra ted pit h
syn hronous, are used as vo al tra t parameters. As it was mentioned, this paper is foused on studying a new vo al tra t onversion system approa h, so dealing with the
residual LP signal remains as a future study
and it is out of the s ope of this paper.
On e both speaker's training data is
parametrized, some kind of alignment is
needed at the frame level in order to learn the
mapping. Several strategies has been used,
from manual alignment to DTW (Abe et
al., 1988)(Kain and Ma on, 2001), senten e
HMM (Arslan, 1999) or sour e-target lass
mapping (Sundermann and Ney, 2003) for
orpus with di erent ontents for sour e and
target speakers. We use lineal frame alignment, based on phoneme labeling.
Most of the te hniques used for the mapping fun tions ome from the elds of speaker
re ognition and speaker adaptation for au-

tomati spee h re ognition systems. Usually, a vo al tra t mapping fun tion is trained
by estimating the orresponden e between
spe tral features of the sour e speaker with
aligned features of the target. Then, residual adjustments and prosodi modi ations
are arried out. Several approa hes have
been used for the spe tral mapping, su h as
mapping odebooks (Abe et al., 1988), Linear Multivariate Regression (LMR) and Dynami Frequen y Warping (DFW) (Valbret,
Moulines, and Tuba h, 1992), Speaker Transformation Algorithm using Segmental Codebooks (STASC) (Arslan, 1999), speaker interpolation (Iwahashi and Sagisaka, 1995),
or Arti ial Neural Networks (ANN) (Narendranath et al., 1995). In the next se tion, one
of the standard vo al tra t onversion system
is presented, as a baseline system for omparisons.
3.

Baseline system: GMM-based
voi e onversion

A GMM an model the probability distribution of any feature ve tor x as a sum of Q
multivariate Gaussian fun tions,

X
p(x) =
Q

1

q=0

q N (x; q ; q )

(1)

X

Q

1

(2)
q=1
q0
q=0
where N (x; q ; q ) is a normal distribution
and q is the prior probability of the Gaussian q. The parameters ( q ; q ; q ) an be es-

timated using the Expe tation-Maximization
(EM) algorithm.
A GMM is highly suitable to model a
speaker a ousti spa e, sin e it an deal with
di erent a ousti s lasses. Also, the lassi ation of a frame is smoothed and the transformation fun tion ontinuous, avoiding spe tral jumps in the transformed spee h.
The baseline system hosen is based on
modeling the joint a ousti spa e of the
sour e and target features with a GMM, rst
published in (Kain and Ma on, 1998). The
GMM is estimated maximizing the likelihood
fun tion of the joint sour e-target probability.
The transformation fun tion an be obtained through the regression on the GMM

of the target given the sour e parameters:
F (x) = E [y=x℄ =
F (x) =

Z

yp(y=x)dy (3)

X h (x)[y + yxxx

Q

1
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q

q

q

q

1

(x

xq )℄

(4)
where x and y are sour e and target feature
ve tors, and hq (x) is the posterior probability
of the qth Gaussian.
The mixture of gaussians splits the a ousti spa e a ording joint information, and
learns a mixture of linear regression fun tions.
Conversion systems using GMM work
with a frame by frame basis. It means that
to onvert one frame the information about
past and future frames isn't relevant. This
is a simpli ation of the real spee h produ tion me hanism. Our propose is to in lude
dynami information in the voi e onversion
task. Two alternatives are presented: to extend the parameters employed in the estimation of the GMM to in lude dynami information, or to extend the a ousti model using HMM to model not only the probability
density but also the dynami s of the speaker
features.
4.

GMM with delta parameters

The rst approa h to in lude some dynami s in the voi e onversion task is keeping the same mathemati al model for the
a ousti spa e and hanging the parameters
employed in training. So, in the training of
a joint GMM the following parameters are
used: sour e LSF and LSF, and target LSF
and LSF. Then, sour e LSF and LSF
are used to estimate only target LSF. Note
that the target dynami s are used only in
the training step, while sour e dynami s are
used both in the training and transformation
steps. The reason to in lude target LSF in
the training is to allo ate the lass parameters more judi iously.
As a delta parameters, smoothed delta
over N=2 periods are used:
PNi= N ;i6=0 ix(n + i)
x(n) =
(5)
PNi=1 2i2
To in lude LSF in the a ousti model implies to estimate onversion fun tion parameters of twi e dimension. So, the amount of

training data will be more riti al than working with only LSF.
5.

HMM-based voi e

onversion

HMM are well-known models whi h an
apture the dynami s of the training data using states. A HMM an model the probability
distribution of any feature ve tor, a ording
to its a tual state, and also it an model the
dynami s of sequen es of ve tors with transition probabilities between states.
The model parameters (aij ; bi (x); i ),
where aij indi ates the transition probability
matrix, bi (x) the emission probability fun tion of the ith state and i the initial probability of the ith state, an be estimated using
the Baum-Wel h algorithm.
In this paper, all the studied HMM are ergodi , i.e. all the states are onne ted, and
the emission probability fun tion for ea h
state is a Gaussian. LSF parameters has been
used as a vo al tra t features. In this se tion,
we don't use LSF.
The blo k diagram of a HMM-based VC
system is presented in gure 2.
TRAINING MODE

5.1.

Sour e

HMM-based system

The basi idea of this system is to model
the dynami s of the sour e speaker with an
ergodi HMM. The transition probabilities of
this model will be used as dynami hara teristi s in the onversion. This system is similar to the one propose in (Kim, Lee, and Oh,
1997), but using ontinuous transformation
fun tions in order to avoid spe tral jumps in
the onverted features that, as it was reported, degrades the quality of the transformed
spee h.
The steps for training the onversion fun tion are the following. First, a
HMM is
estimated from
data. Then, using the
estimated HMM,
training ve tor sequen es are segmented a ording to the optimal state path (using Viterbi sear h). All
the ve tors, with their target alignments, are
olle ted for ea h state, and N (number of
states) joint Gaussian fun tions are estimated. Finally, regressing the fun tion for ea h
state we have:
xx
x
Fs (x) = ys + yx
s s (x s ) (6)
as a onversion fun tion, where s indi ates
the state. To transform a new sequen e, we
need to segment it a ording to the
HMM. Then, the onversion fun tion of ea h
state is applied.
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sour e
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5.2.

Target

HMM-based system

When
HMM-based system is used
for VC, the transformed spee h follows the
dynami s of the sour e speaker, as it determines the sequen e of transformation fun tions applied. In order to in orporate the dynami s of the target speaker, the HMM an
be estimated with
data. In this ase,
the rst step of the training is to estimate a
HMM with
data. Then the same
data is segmented a ording to the
HMM. For ea h state, all the target ve tors
with their sour e aligned ve tors are olle ted, and a Gaussian fun tion is estimated to
model the
data. The onversion fun tion is estimated for ea h state in the same
way than before, it is building and regressing
a joint Gaussian for ea h state.
In the transformation step, the
sequen es are segmented by Viterbi a ording
the estimated
transition probabilities
between
HMM states, and the emission probabilities of the sour e speaker ve tors estimated by the Gaussians. Then, the
sour e

source
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Figure 2: HMM-based VC system blo k diagram
In the training step, an HMM is estimated from training data, and then a onversion
fun tion is al ulated for ea h state. In the
transforming step HMM is used twi e. First,
sour e data is segmented a ording the HMM
states. Then, ea h frame is transformed applying the onversion fun tion of its segmentation state.
It should be remarked that hoosing appropriated sequen es in training a HMM is
riti al, as our goal is to apture its dynami s. So, only phoneti ally mat hing senten es
between sour e and target speakers are used.

target

target
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orresponding transformation fun tions are
applied. Although the segmentation is not as
a urate as in the previous ase, it is expe ted that the orre t dynami s in reases the
per eptual performan e.
5.3.

Joint HMM-based system

As it has been previously done with GMM
systems, we introdu e joint information in
order to allo ate the distribution fun tions
more task-oriented, and also to use both
sour e and target dynami information. So,
using aligned sour e-target features ve tors a
HMM is estimated. Like in joint GMM,
there is no need of an extra step to al ulate
the mapping fun tion for ea h state. Sin e
there is a joint Gaussian per state, we an
al ulate the regression fun tion straightforward.
On e the
HMM is estimated, there
are two di erent ways of transforming new
ve tors. On one hand, the new sequen e an
be segmented
a ording to the optimal state
path s:
s = arg max p(x; s=)
(7)
s
joint

joint

s = arg max p(x=s; )p(s=)
(8)
s
 = (aij ; bi (x); i ) i = 1:::N , for a
with N states. Then, as in sour e

where
HMM
HMM, ea h ve tor is transformed a ording to its segmentation state. Note that now
transition probabilities take into a ount not
only sour e speaker, but also target speaker
information.
Another way of transforming a new sequen e is to in lude the regression in the
sear h of the optimal path.
s = arg max p(y; x; s=)
(9)
s
s  arg max p(~y; x; s=)
(10)
s
s  arg max p(~y=x; s; )p(x=s; )p(s=)
s

(11)
where y~ indi ates the transformed frame.
We have approximated the solution using
the transformed frame instead of the target
frame, whi h is unknown. Although a priori
the transformed frame is also unknown, the
de omposition 11 allows to ompute it applying the regression fun tion of the state s to
the sour e frame.

Both approa hes, alled method A and
method B respe tively, will led to di erent
solutions.
6.

Experiments

The orpus used for the experiments was
built to generate a Spanish unit sele tion
TTS system. Spee h and laringograph signals were re orded in an a ousti ally isolated
room. A sample frequen y of 32kHz and 16
bits per sample were used. For this study, signals were de imated to 8kHz. The total orpus size is more than one hour for ea h speaker (one male and one female), but we use few
senten es from ea h one.
The frame alignment used is lineal inside ea h phoneme. Only phoneti trans ription mat hing senten es are used. To train
HMM's, ea h senten e without pauses is onsidered a sequen e.
To evaluate the proposed systems obje tive and per eptual test have been arried
out.
6.1.

Obje tive Tests

The performan e index used for test is:
IHMD(~y; y)
P =1
(12)
IHMD(x; y)
where the distan es are Inverse Harmoni
Mean Distan e (Laroia, Phamdo, and Farvardin, 1991). As it an be seen, the optimal
performan e is P = 1, while a onversion system that doesn't hange the sour e spee h
will led to P = 0. The expression for Inverse
Harmoni Mean Distan e is:
IHMD(x; y) =

XP (p)(x(p)
p=1

y(p))2

(13)

(p) = w(p) 1w(p 1) + w(p + 1)1 w(p)
(14)
with w(0) = 0, w(P +1) =  and w(p) = x(p)
or w(p) = y(p) so that (p) is maximized (p
is the ve tor dimension). The features used
are LSF. Using this distan e measurement we
weight more the mismat h in spe tral pi ks
than the mismat h in spe tral valleys.
Two sets of experiments has been arried out: using 20 senten es (about 7.800
aligned ve tors), and using 162 senten e
(about 68.000 ve tors) for the training.

Figures 3 and 4 show the results for the
voi e onversion task from a male speaker to a female speaker, and vi e-versa for
the two amounts of data. In ea h ase, after training 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 32, 64 omponents of the mixture, the optimal number is shown. That orresponds to 8 omponents for 20 senten es and 20 omponents for
162 senten es. The systems tested are: baseline GMM, GMM with delta parameters (dGMM), sour e HMM (sHMM), target HMM
(tHMM) and joint HMM method A and B
(jHMMA and jHMMB).
0.36

0.34

0.32

It is more relevant in HMM, sin e the model
has more parameters, so more data is needed to estimate it a urately. For this reason,
the GMM-based system performs similar to
the HMM-based systems with only 20 training senten es, but
HMM-based system
has slightly higher performan e index value
using 162 senten es. However, the di eren es
are minimal, so we expe t similar quality pereptual rates.
Con erning the use of joint sour e-target
information, from the experimental results it
seems better to use only sour e data. We
must take into a ount that using joint data in reases the ve tor dimensions.
As a remark, all the HMM have learned a
similar topology. Not all the states are likely to be initial states, and the probability of
remaining in the a tual state is larger than
hanging of state.
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Figure 3: Performan e
male!female onversion.
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Figure 4: Performan e index for
female!male onversion.
It an be seen that the performan e of the
system depends on the speakers involved in
the onversion. Moreover, doing the onversion in one dire tion or in the other hanges
the performan e.
As it was expe ted, in reasing the amount
of training data improves the performan e.

Per eptual test

Two kinds of per eptual test have been
arried out: ABX and preferen e test. In
ABX test, A and B represents either the
sour e or target speaker and X the onverted spee h. The listeners are asked to sele t
if X is loser to A or B. ABX test for es the
listeners to hoose between A or B, although
the transformed spee h X an neither resemble the sour e or the target speaker. In the
preferen e test, pairs of senten e are presented, and the listeners are asked to sele t the
most natural one for ea h pair. The following
pairs have been hosen to be tested: GMM20GMM162, GMM162-sHMM162, and for ea h
test the listener evaluates three examples of
ea h pair. Both tests have been done in male
to female and female to male onversions.
The number of listeners was 10. All of them
had tests with di erent spee h les and the
systems were presented in di erent order.
To synthesize the test spee h data, the
transformed LPC lters derived from the
transformed LSF are fed with the original
residual signal of the target speaker. As we
have presented a vo al tra t onversion system, our intention is to measure only the effe ts of the vo al tra t. Also, we have imposed the target prosody (in luding pit h values) to the sour e and transformed spee h,
in order to avoid preferen es due to prosodi
hara teristi s.
The listeners reported that all the methods explained in this paper a hieve the hang-

ing in the speaker identity. But they reported
great diÆ ulties in the preferen e test, saying
that all the spee h les have the same quality
and naturalnesses. When they are for ed to
de ided between methods, we an only onlude that GMM162 presents higher quality
than GMM20. No signi ant results are observed between GMM162 and sHMM162, and
also they are not very reliable be ause the listeners ouldn't distinguish any di eren e between them. The results of the preferen e test
are showed in gure 5.
37%
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sourceHMM

through unsupervised learning to the estimation of the onversion fun tion.
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7.

Con lusions

In this paper a new voi e onversion approa h is presented. It is based on in luding dynami information in the training of
the onversion fun tion. So, previous published GMM-based systems that work with
a frame by frame basis have been extended.
Two alternatives have been presented: to extend the parameters employed in the estimation of the GMM in luding LSF, or to extend the a ousti model using HMM to model not only the probability density but also
the dynami s of the speaker features. In this
latter ase, both only sour e or target data
and joint sour e-target data have been used
as training data for the a ousti models.
The obje tive results have shown that the
in lusion of delta parameters doesn't improve
the performan e of a GMM-based system.
On the other hand, the performan e of the
HMM-based systems depend on the amount
of training data. When the system were tested using 162 training senten es sour e HMM
presented higher performan e index value
then the GMM-based system. However, when
per eptual tests have been arried out, the
listeners reported no per eptual di eren es
between both methods.
As a future work, we are studying the effe ts of in luding phoneti information (the
a tual phoneme and its hara teristi s su h
as: point of arti ulation, voi ed and manner)
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